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Introduction
The value of railway history to the local historian is not widely
known. Yet communication, the catalyst of change, is so well
revealed in railway records. Until recently those ofthe former railway companies were unavailable for study and others were often too
scattered for effective use. However the nationalisation of transport
provided the opportunity for combining the important archives of
railways, canals, docks, etc. into an integrated collection which has
a system of classification common to all three repositories at London,
York and Edinburgh. It is, indeed, a unified collection geographically divided for administrative convenience. '1'hough primarily for
the functional use ofthe British Railways Board the three repositories,
containing the records of more than a thousand railway companies,
are now available to authors and students for research.
As K. A. MacMahon has indicated in his The Beginnings of the
East Yorkshire Railways, the development of railways had farreaching economic and social effects. Indeed the word 'railway',
unfamiliar at the beginning, was commonplace at the end of the
19th century. Railway hotels and inns, railway streets and terraces,
railway stations and timetables, railway tea and buns: all became
familiar in the Railway Age.
From the Humber to the Tees a number of small lines were
built to satisfy the growing needs of industry, agriculture and
shipping in an area poorly provided with navigable rivers and canals
except in its southern extremity. These, conceived by leading
citizens and built to serve local needs, ultimately became part of the
North Eastern Railway. The records of the thirty-one railway
companies between Humber and Tees together with those of seven
canal companies, though primarily concerned with railway and canal
affairs, reflect widespread changes in the social and economic life in
the areas they served.
Railway prospectuses, minute books, maps, timetables, journals,
ledgers, evidence of Select Committees and Royal Commissions,
together with a wide range of periodicals and books form a balanced
collection for the provision of historical, geographical and biographical information. The Victorian clerks were excellent penmen and
all records, whether written or printed, are invariably easy to read.
The purpose of this booklet is to indicate the value of railway
records to the local historian, particularly in Yorkshire. It is not
intended to present a catalogue of the documents, which occupy
more than a thousand feet of space at the York repository.' Instead
an attempt has been made to indicate, by random selection, a few of
the many sources of railway history. Though the effect may be
somewhat sketchy the writer hopes to convey something of the
fascination this branch of modern history offers.
'Al'l'ENDlCES 1 Ill. See classified list of railway and canal records in the
custody of the British Railways Board at York, and system of classification.
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The Coming

cif the

Railways

The coming ofthe railways, nationally and locally, was an event
unique in itself. The substitution of the steam engine for the horse
as the prime mover permanently changed the relationship between
country and town. At the end of the coaching era the journey from
York to London had been reduced to twenty hours, a magnificent
achievement necessitating the efficient relaying of the speediest
horses, and yet representing an average speed of only nine miles an
hour. For the transit of merchandise the speed was much slower.
And so, having reached the limit ofphysical capacity, the much-loved
horse was replaced for speedier travel and the carriage of bulky
goods, over medium and long distances, by the dirtier steam engine.
In the middle of the 19th century the railways occupied a great
deal of Parliament's time, perplexed local authorities and created
many demands for capital. Railway companies performed great
engineering feats and had serious differences with landowners. They
created new accountancy systems and forms of management appropriate to large scale undertakings; while at the same time force of
circumstances compelled them to organize police forces, create
pension and superannuation funds, and build stations and houses.
Some even had their own schools and missionaries. Indeed there
can be few aspects of 19th century changes on which railway records
have no bearing.
Railways altered the map of Yorkshire. Their criss-crossing
lines severed field fromfann, crossed the turnpikes, bridged the rivers,
and drained the marshes, imposing a new pattern of topography on
country and town. The earliest railways in the county were mostly
short lines built with local capital to serve local needs. York,
however, was more concerned to maintain its historic position as a
communications centre midway between London and Edinburgh.
Its interest was to out-rival Leeds and to secure and maintain a
central position on the main east coast trunk railway line.
Local newspapers are probably the best sources for the earliest
proposals for new lines. Editorials, letters or reports of meetings
record interesting and conflicting opinions on the need for, or
disadvantages of, local projects. Only a small proportion of the
railway schemes reached Parliament and of these many were rejected
by the Legislature. Even so almost 1,300 separate railway companies
were sanctioned, although many had a very short independent
existence.
Before an application could be made to Parliament for permission to construct a railway, a survey of the proposed route was
made. A copy of the plan and a list of the owners and occupiers of
land affected had to be deposited with every county and parish
concerned. These deposited plans and books of reference are now
usually in the care of County Record Offices, although some may
still be found in individual parish chests.
4

Plans and reports were drawn up and recommended by such
men as the Rennies and Stephenson, Thomas Telford, George
Leather, Thomas Storey and others: the engineering pioneers of
the Railway Age. One of the earliest reports, by Thomas Telford
in 1818, was for a horse-drawn railway from Knaresborough to
Acaster Selby where it would connect with Humber sloops. Another,
made in 1829 by Thomas Storey, the Engineer for the Stockton and
Darlington Railway, projected a line from Glaisdale to Sinnlngron
with a possible extension to York and Leeds. Both reports record
in detail the amount and kind of traffic it was expected the lines
would carry, and are rich sources of'hisrorical information.

II

Railway Prospectuses
The early prospectuses yield a mixed crop of progressive
intention, hazarding of personal fortunes and naive expectation.
There is a handsome, though as yet incomplete, set of prospectuses
in the York Collection, and these usually include a list of influential
supporters who lent their prestige but not always their cash. That
ofthe Great North of England Railway (Darlington-York) includes
the name of George Hudson, 'the Railway King', as a supporter
although he did not become a subscriber. On the other hand the
name of George Leeman, whose statue near the Bar Wall greets
visitors arriving at York by train, appears on the Subscription
Contract for £500. Usually a railway prospectus included details of
the expected revenue and estimated costs, bur the one issued for the
Great North of England Railway relied solely on rhe prestige appeal
of its influential backers, including eight Members of Parliament,
and contains little information.
In contrast, that of the isolated Whitby and Pickering Railway
WID; excellently produced, with a fine map, informative estimates of
local traffics and revenues, and a list of influential backers. The
Engineer fer the railway, a horse traction tine, was George Stephenson, whose instructions were to build .,A tine of simplest construction
for the employment of animal power". Very optimistically it was
stated there would be a surplus of income amply sufficient for the
payment of a very handsome interest.
One of the later railway companies to produce an excellent
prospectus was the Hull, Barnsley and West Riding Junction
Railway in 1880. Complete with a map showing unworked coalfields, it was confident in the promise of 8t per cent dividends:
a confidence sadly belied by actual results. In 1863 the Hull and
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Hornsea project promised to unite "the beautiful seaside village of
Hornsea with Hull and the vast population of the Manufacturing
Districts". Its twin prospectus also induced speculators to invest
in the associated enterprise of the Hornsea Hotel Company.
Very many of the projected railways failed to satisfy the Legislature. Indeed, so numerous were the new railway prospectuses
during the 'Railway Mania', that the Railway Times and Railway
Record had to print special large supplements for them. In the
issue of the Raihuay Times for 6th December, 1845 there is a list of
proposals for new railway companies which had deposited their plans
with the Board of Trade. For England and Wales there were no
fewer than 496, of which 17 concerned Leeds, 16 related to Hull,
9 to Huddersfield and 6 to York. A list of railways proposed in
1845, affecting Yorkshire, is shown in Appendix IV.
Of the 'never-was' railways, the proposed Leeds and York was
one of the more interesting, despite the complete omission from its
prospectus oftheusuallistofinfluential backers. The promoters were
in fact a rival railway company seeking to invade the territory of the
York and North Midland, of which George Hudson was chairman,
and their tactics were to show that Hudson's line was not adequately
serving the townships between York and Leeds. The proposed line
would have been along a direct route via Wetherby and other
populous villages, whereas the York and North Midland conveyed
passengers by their roundabout route via Normanton. The prospectus very effectively quoted an 1841 Report of the Railway
Commissioners which stated "In consequence of the numerous
trains of Luggage and Passengers using the Line (the York and
North Midland) nearly two hours are sometimes occupied in passing
a little more than 30 miles from York". This prospectus of 1845
goes on to state that "The urgent demand for an increased facility
in Railway Communication between Leeds and York is most
conclusively proved by the unprecedented fact, that there are five
Stage Coaches travelling daily between Leeds and York, one of
which has been recently established". As all coaches except one
had been discontinued when the railways first opened, it asserted
that four additional stage coaches had been put on the road to meet
the needs of the public. Hudson's York and North Midland took
up the challenge, won the Parliamentary battle with the Leeds and
York, and commenced to build a direct line via Tadcaster. A financial crisis followed, and work was suspended after the completion of
the most difficult and costly of the engineering works, the elevenarched viaduct at Tadcaster. There it still stands: a splendid
monument to the folly of the 'Railway Mania'. The line was never
completed, and not until 1869 was direct rail connection between
Leeds and York made by the building of a short connecting spur
from Church Fenton to Micklefield.
The railway historian will find details of many locally proposed
railways either in local newspapers or in the Railway Times.
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Parliamenta1J' Bills and Minutes

cif Evidence

Before Parliament acquiesced in the formation of a railway
company the Bill required the sanction ofthe Lords and Commons.
Evidence of the need for a proposed railway and of the services it
would render to the community were subject to searching questions,
and Parliamentary procedure gave ample opportunity for vested and
local interests to object by the use of pressures or by petition.
Parliament was ever ready to grant special protection to anyone likely
to suffer from a new railway.
The York Collection is still building its records ofParliamentary
Evidence, important for the evidence of local notabilities where local
affairs were concerned. However. very full reports appeared in the
newspapers and these are often available at reference libraries. The
RaihJ.Jay Times, of which the British Railways Board has a full set
at York, printed long extracts of evidence though it concentrated on
financial rather than local aspects.
In 1835 the Sheffield and Rotherham Railway proposed to
follow the ..zalley of the Rother to avoid heavy gradients. In so doing
it would have crossed the lawns and gardens of houses belonging to
a Miss 'X'alker and a Captain Butler, who protested to Parliament
and illustrated their objections by submitting two lithographs
showing how the railway would destroy their privacy. Captain
Butler's protest was "if an Old Sailor may be allowed to speak in
his own language he would implore the House not to turn him
adrift, when he had fondly hoped that, like an old hulk, he was laid
up in a quiet harbour for the remainder of his days".
Promoters frequently faced strong opposition, such as that
against the Church Fenton, Cawcod and \'('istow Bill in 1882. The
North Eastern Railway alleged that the Bill "is wholely unnecessary
and uncalled for by any public necessity .. with no benefit to the
public".
Even if its promoters were successful in placating all opposition.
and even though strongly backed locally, a Bill could pass one
House and be rejected by the other. This happened to the Hull
South and West Junction Railway Bill. which had the support of
a petition signed by 10,000 Hull residents who considered the North
Eastern Railway was affording insufficient port accommodation.
The Bill. which provided for arailwaytunnel under the Humber from
Hessle to Barton, successfully passed the House of Commons but
was rejected by the House of Lords for engineering reasons.
Parliamentary evidence for railways that were never built has
its own peculiar interest. That submitted for the Skipton to
Kettlewell Railway (Extension to Aysgarth), 1881, included some
details of alternative transport and trade in the valley, means of
purchase of groceries and some effects of the closure oflead mines.
The principal case for the proposed Beverley and East Riding Railway. in 1889, was that existing railways had diverted trade from
Beverley to Hull and Driffield. The Scarborougb, Beidlington and
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West Riding Junction Railway, which opened in 1890, unsuccessfully asked Parliament for extended powers in 1895; and the promoters' case, alleging that Bridlington was not getting its fair share
of seaside excursion traffic from the industrial districts of Lancashire
and Yorkshire, included details of seaside excursion trains in 1892.
All evidence to Parliament concerning Hull's railways had the
same theme-the neglect of Hull by the North Eastern Railway.
In the volume of Lords and Commons Evidence for the Hull,
Barnsley and \,<'e!'.t Riding Junction Railway Bill, in 1880, information was provided to show that fares were higher, trains slower and
the efficiency of shipment poorer at Hull than at other comparable
places. The Hull and Barnsley Railway, as it was later known, was
ill-fated. The Bill to extend its system to Huddersfield managed to
obtain Parliament's approval despite numerous petitions against it,
but the extension was never built due to inability to raise the
necessary capital.

Acts

<1 Parliament

In England a railway cannot be constructed except by the
expropriation of private property, which needs special sanction
under English jurisprudence. Parliament has been willing to
dispossess private owners only when there is clear evidence of
counrervailing public benefit.
Before proceeding to consider a Bill for a new railway, Parliament required plans, books of reference of owners and occupiers of
affected property, and evidence of influential and financial support,
and a Subscription Contract containing names, professions and the
amounts subscribers were prepared to invest had to be lodged with
the House. The Subscription Contract for the Great North of
England Railway is a particularly fine document. Six large sheets
show that the subscribers were mainly capitalists living out of the
district, among whom were Fry of Bristol and the Darbys of
Coalbrookdale. The amount of the subscription in York was only
£46,400 towards a railway which, estimated to cost £1,000,000,
eventually cost much more.
Parliament granted great powers to the new railway companies,
ofwhich there were almost 1,300, and in return imposed considerable
liabilities, many ofwhich have become more onerous with the passing
vears. Acts arc a rich source of authoritative information as well as
containing much that, in retrospect, is interesting and amusing; and
the earlier ones are more important to the local historian because
their provisions were less standardised. They were enacted when
Parliament was unsure of itself, fearful of delegating too much
power, and uncertain as to the future of railway development.
Of the smaller railway companies in Yorkshire, later to become
part of the North Eastern Railway, the first to receive its Act was the
Leeds and Selby, the date of the Royal Assent being lst June, 1830.
The Hull and Selby, and the York and North Midland both
received their Royal Assents six years later and on the same date,
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